2001 volkswagen beetle electrical problems

Table 1 shows ten common electrical system related problems of the Volkswagen Beetle. The
number one most common problem is related to the electrical system 14 problems. The second
most common problem is related to the wiring three problems. A huge amount of 2. Loss of
power steering and power assist brakes. It happened to me 2x while driving 45 mph. Read
details The headlamps have been replaced four times. According to a vw dealership who
serviced the vehicle, I was informed that the vehicle's wiring harness is defective, causing the
headlights and instrumentation cluster to fail. While the vehicle was parked the contact placed
the key in the ignition and heard a clicking sound but the vehicle would not start. The vehicle
would only start when it was jump started. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related
problems of Volkswagen Beetle. The Electrical System problem A huge amount of 2. The Wiring
problem The headlamps have been replaced four times. Electrical System problems. Wiring
problems. Dash Wiring problems. Ignition Switch problems. Ignition Coils Failure problems. O2
Sensor problems. Electrical Failure problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Instrument
Panel problems. Six problems related to electrical system have been reported for the
Volkswagen New Beetle. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check
out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Volkswagen New Beetle based on all problems
reported for the New Beetle. The hazard lights, turn signals and headlights on my car do not
work. I've taken it in to an auto shop and they cannot find out what is wrong with the car.
Hoping maybe there is a recall that I have missed. Sudden permanent failure of speedometer,
tachometer and fuel gauges. I purchased a vw beetle new and I have had to take it to the shop 4
times due to seat belt warning light. This seems to be an on-going problem even after vw made
a recall and supposedly "fix" the seat belt problem. This very first time this happened the car
had less miles on it. My beetle uses the same switch I am wondering why it was not included in
this recall vw recall vx. My switch has the same intermittent problem as described in the March
recall letter, I will be replacing the switch on my own accord, but this bulletin should include the
vw New Beetle model in my opinion. Having the same problem for the recall. Epc light came on
and off, came on again. Currently, the brake lights were off. Tried turning off the vehicle, just
turning the key have way , but they still will not come on. It came on once before about 4 or 5
months, but it went back off. Contacted dealer ,they had checked with the manufacturer. This
vehicle was not included in the recall due to VIN. The car would drive however had much less
power and was very rough. They refused to replace all 4 coils, only the faulty one, and I was told
that only if this power failure occurs again and it is due to another coil. Then they would replace
all four. I am questioning the reliability of my car, since it appears this problem has been wide
spread throghout the us. I feel very unsafe in my year and half old beetle that was bought
because of the high reliability rating at the time. Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1.
Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4.
Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problems 6.
Underhood Wiring problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Module problems. O2 Sensor problems.
Instrument Panel problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Battery Dead problems.
Ignition Coils Failure problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Switch problems. Volkswagen Beetle
owners have reported problems related to electrical system under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Volkswagen Beetle based on all problems reported for the
Beetle. Fuse box on top of battery meltdown going down the highway. See all problems of the
Volkswagen Beetle. Phone button doesn't work, no response. Bluetooth isn't discoverable. I am
calling his a safety issue because I can't use my phone hands free as I thought I would be able
to. Not sure if the function is broken or disconnected. It was like this when I bought it. The tail
light connector rotted while l was driving on the street. Tsi shooting oil through muffler. Only
93, miles on the car. Hard shifting, loss of power. Vehicle in motion. I wasa driving and the
engine lost power and everything shut down. Aoll the lights came on on the dashand it jujst
stop power the stearing wheel locked. I was in a residential neighborhod going speed limit if I
had been on the freeway I dont know what would of happen , im scared to drive my car now.
Have had issue with backup camera for 3 years. Have told vw about this for 3 years when
turning in car for maintenance and they keep telling me nothing is wrong. Finally it quit working
completely. Took it in and they told me it will take 4 to 5 months to get parts. They say it's not
their problem but the supplier. Keep checking back with status after turning it in and found out
parts weren't even on order till 2 weeks after turning car in for problem. They say they checked
around the country for parts and theres none. I found a system on the internet that can be
purchased to fix the problem. They will not go that way. Gas fill door will not open. Gas fill door
should open when car is unlocked, but doesn't. Fuse that controls reading or map light in cabin
and external lighting outside for night driving continually fails 3. Safety issue because rear
lights at night only come on when brakes applied. Fuse box melted twice. The last time totally

shut the car down. Vw does not have a fix for this problem. Will sell you new box but will not
warentee the new box will not fail again as they do not know why it happens. As I was driving in
traffic dashboard warning lights came on and the ac stopped working and the car slowed and
lost some power. I was able to get off the road and pull into a repair shop that just happened to
be right there. They diagnosed that the fuse box had melted. They electrical assembly became
unplugged and the entire unit came out of the cylindrical compartment that houses the
headlight. The entire housing unit, including the bulb and all related parts came out and went
crashing onto the pavement where it was struck by a car behind me and smashed into pieces all
down the road. This is a major safety issue. It was a danger to both my child and the vehicle
behind her and any pedestrians nearby. In FL the law requires you drive with headlights on in
the rain, so although it was daytime, she was forced to drive illegally without her headlight
causing her to be less visible to other drivers. The car is unusable in the evening or early
morning now until we get it fixed. Clearly, after reading the many complaints, you tube videos
on how to "fix" the loose electrical problem, and many vw bug drivers' horror stories of losing
sometimes just the electrical connection bad enough on its own , but also in some cases, like
my daughter's, the entire headlight and it's housing unit came broke away from the vehicle just
from hitting a bump in the road. Tl- the contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. The contact stated
that while driving at various speeds, the contact had experienced complete electrical failure.
The contact had to restart the vehicle in order for the vehicle to operate as needed. No warning
light illuminate prior to the failure; however, the contact stated that the vehicle does make a
beeping sound prior to the failure. The dealer nor manufacturer have been notified of the failure.
The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure mileage was 60, The driver side window is
defective. I had it to tynans dealership in aurora CO 3 times now. They replaced the locking
mechanism back in oct. It helped for about a month. Now it is doing it again. I never leave my
windows down while away from the car. Read more The contact stated while his daughter was
driving 35 mph, when 2 multiple warning light was illuminated and when depressing the brake
pedal failed to function. The driver was able to use the emergency brake to stop the vehicle. The
vehicle was not drivable. The vehicle was towed to independent mechanic where they were
unable to duplicate the failure. The vehicle was taken to unknown local dealer, where it was
diagnosed with needing the rear passenger sensor to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired.
The manufacturer has been informed of failure. The failure mileage was 37, The VIN number was
not available. The window doesn't close all the way, and the auto door lock doesn't work.
Brought car to dealership they replaced the door lock. This still did not fix the problem. I have a
video showing the issue after the door lock was replaced. Over time, the ignition will not turn
whenever the key is inserted. This occurs especially often in warmer weather, which can
become a danger as the driver sits and wrestles with the key trying to get it to turn in the
ignition in an incredibly hot car. It most often happens when the car is stationary and already
turned off, though it has happened a few times after parking, and being unable to turn the key
back and turn the car off. I to be after reading complaints and seen there was an extended
warranty on the steering lock so they fixed that no problem. When I got the car back the key was
already in ignition. I went to gas station took key out and opened door and it was chiming like
the keys were still on the ignition I couldn't even use the key fob to lock doors. I said it didn't do
it before you messed with it but they refuse to fix what they broke and said they have to order
the part from mexico. The ignition locks and presents a major problem. It becomes impossible
to remove the key. Also the locks randomly go on and off as I am driving. My key will not turn
the engine off. It is stuck and will not come out. I have to disconnect the battery and the
alternater to stop the engine. My Beetle was stationary with the engine running and the key
locked in the ignition. I was unable to turn the key to turn off the car. I drove to the vw
dealership and they stated they had to pull a fuse in order to stop the running engine and still
could not remove the ignition key. This vehicle has a problem with the immobilizer. This is an
electrical problem wich should be responsability of the manufacturer. At warm days there is no
problem, but in cold days the immobilizer activates and there is impossible start the car. This
car has had many electrical issues. The first time it was in the dealership due to lights, turning
signals not working. The second time about 2 years later I lost all electrical controls. No lights,
wipers, ac fan, ac adapter, radio, turn signals. Now just 5 months later I am noticing headlight
issues. I have taken it back to the vw of ocala, they claim there is no electrical issue that I just
need bulb replacement. After driving over an hour to get my car, I get in to find my windows are
no longer working now. Weather conditions: rain. After relatively short drive garaged vehicle
and turned engine off. Very noticeable burning odor appears to come from engine compartment.
I am aware of the fuel pump running for a second or two when I first open the drivers door
under normal conditions. This is a quiet hum, hardly noticeable, and not an issue. The noise
addressed above is quite loud and abnormal almost like a bearing running dry. Ran vehicle on

short shopping trip and, again, upon garaging: same symptoms. Took vehicle to authorized vw
dealership. Their analysis: unable to find anything wrong. Vehicle was dry at the time and
understand they could not fix anything that does not occur while they are checking. The ignition
key will not turn off the car and is stuck in the ignition. It will not turn back as you normally
would to turn off the car and remove the key. The car can be locked manually using the other
key in the exterior door handle. Than the battery must be disconnected in order to prevent drain
from the accessories. I have a vw Beetle convertible. I am having problems with my air bag light
on my dashboard. The air bag light will not turn off. I took my car to the dealership and they said
that the airbag control module was not working. I am not able to get my car inspected because
the sensor light will not turn off! The recall states that the soldier joint may crack under certain
high temperature conditions, and that the air bag indicator light will illuminate and the fall back
algorithm will ensure that the air bags deploy. Hopefully I will not need them and will not get
into an accident. I want the dealer to replace this control module that was recalled, and fix my
car so I can get it to pass inspection, and get back to driving it safely. Thank you, xxxxx parts of
this document have been redacted to protect personally identifiable information pursuant to the
freedom of information act foia , 5 u. I had the headlight replaced in February but still had
people tell me it was out and at times I could see this in the reflection of truck tailgates, etc. The
surrounding daytime running light can make it hard to tell. However, in the last couple weeks,
every two to three minutes, sometimes after noticing the initial dim of the driver-side head light,
all light turn off leaving the car in motion in the dark. This has happened both on local roads
and highway. Engaging the fog lights may extend the time between shut-offs by another minute
or so. By turning the lights off and waiting a second, then turning them back on, all lights come
back. Doing so too quickly does not always work. The dealership mechanic feels it is capacitor
or similar electric issue in the j body control module that receives power for the lights and
controls them from there. Being a safety issue, I have to wonder if creating such a weak-link to
power all nighttime running lights is not recall worthy. He suggested full module replacement I
do have video to share of this occurring. Tl the contact owned a Volkswagen Beetle. While
driving 73 mph, the vehicle hesitated and stalled without warning. As a result, the contact
crashed into a ditch and smoke appeared from the front of the vehicle. There were no injuries
and a police report was filed. The vehicle was destroyed and towed to a towing lot. The contact
called bill marine Volkswagen at located at e north st, springfield, OH and was advised to bring
the vehicle in for diagnostic testing. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was , The VIN was not available. A huge amount of 2. Loss of power
steering and power assist brakes. It happened to me 2x while driving 45 mph. Dealers and
mechanics can't locate issues because its intermittent. Cars operate normal again after mins.
Electrical surges. Blows fuse block. Melts down fuse block. Replaced fuse block above the
battery three times since owning the car. Car was being used in the city. I own a vw jetta 1.
Burning a small hole trough the seat to the bottom area of my left side buttock I have come to
find since this happened, my NHTSA has. Several owners report same problem. Creates
hazerdous debris when it happens on highway and also exposes headlamp lights directly to
weather and causes failure. Key gets constantly gets stuck in the ignition when turning the car
off. The car is in park and the key stuck. Vw check engine light on, obd sensor port not reading,
battery light came on, and abs light came on, now radio is going on and off. Started yesterday
morning,while driving to work the abs started after work on the way home. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 1. Electrical System problem of the
Volkswagen Beetle 2. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 3. Electrical System
problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 4. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 5.
Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 6. Electrical System problem of the
Volkswagen Beetle 7. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 8. Electrical System
problem of the Volkswagen Beetle 9. Electrical System problem of the Volkswagen Beetle
Wiring problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Battery problems. Underhood Wiring
problems. Dash Wiring problems. Ignition Switch problems. Horn Assembly problems.
Instrument Panel problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to
explore more. Add your complaint? Back Beetle Recalls 11 Defect Invest. A huge amount of 2.
Loss of power steering and power assist brakes. It happened to me 2X while driving 45 mph.
Dealers and mechanics can't locate issues because its intermittent. Cars operate normal again
after mins. See newbeetle. Apparently, and according to my research, the issue stopped on
model yr and higher. Add Complaint. Driving down the road on 3 different my occasions car
overheated now it won't start. The contact owns a Volkswagen Beetle. While driving at
approximately 35 mph, all the gauges dropped to zero and failed to function. In addition, the
temperature and oil warning lights illuminated. The contact mentioned that the temperature
warning light remained illuminated, but the oil warning light was not illuminated. The vehicle

was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage was , Car was in shop 2 times
for coils going bad drove car to hammond Indiana from crown point came back to crown point
parked car went in to go to bed was asleep for an hour next thing we hear knocking on door go
out side and car is on fire fire department was out side putting car out fire department said
something in engine compartment caught on fire right where the coils are. The light on my dash
came on for the drivers airbag and had it checked by the dealer March, for my VW Beetle 1. I
was told the chip in the seat belt had gone bad needs to be replaced. Called VW and they could
not tell me if my defective chip in the seatbelt will deploy upon impact. Also, the headlight bulbs
generally burn out every year and they need to be replaced. VW doesn't tell how to change the
bulbs in the manual. Had to go to the dealer to show how to change a light bulb which I feel is a
safety issue. I will not buy another VW because they do not back up their product. Also I know
this my be old information but I didn't know where I could report this until I saw something in
the paper. I don't know many other VW's out there are with this type of problem but I have talked
to VW complaint dept. And all they told me is that they go off of dealers records. I really don't
believe it because some of the problems I have had either does N't change for fixing or VW fixes
some of the problems in the next models coming out of which I am stuck with the problem. No
help from VW. Continue over heating blowing head twice engine light stay on brake lights on
left side don't work alarm wont lock left side doesn't work and back seat is totally unsafe for
kids. Front is vary unstable it feel like it going to fall off to low to the ground, etc The brake
lights are inoperative, remain off. Failure to provide the proper signal when braking could lead
to a crash without warning. VW is not interested to investigate the problem saying that have
completed the recall and this is my problem not theirs even though brake light problem is back.
The hazard lights, turn signals and headlights on my car do not work. I've taken it in to an auto
shop and they cannot find out what is wrong with the car. Hoping maybe there is a recall that I
have missed. Dealer is not sure what the problems is and wants to throw money at it to see
what the problems is. This car is just one problem after another after another. The contact owns
a Volkswagen Beetle gls. While the vehicle was parked the contact placed the key in the ignition
and heard a clicking sound but the vehicle would not start. The vehicle would only start when it
was jump started. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. The
mechanic was unable to diagnose the failure. The failure occurred a second time and was towed
to an independent mechanic. The mechanic stated the alternator needed to be replaced. The
alternator was replaced but the failure continued. The mechanic stated the vehicle be taken to
the dealer for diagnostic testing. The failure continued and the check engine warning light was
illuminated on the dashboard. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technicians stated the
alternator needed to be replaced a second time. The failure continued after the replacement of
the alternator. The vehicle was not repaired. The approximate failure mileage was 61, From the
very beginning, it has been nothing but problems. For the first few years it was covered under
the warranty, free of charge repairs. I have low mileage so I thought that by the time these items
were repaired it would be fine when the warranty expired. There is always something wrong with
the car and in particular the electrical system. The check engine light is always going off. The
safety issue comes in with its current problem. I had a fuel injection flush which included the
carbon deposits removal known as induction, air filter replaced, engine fuel filter replaced, and
a brake fluid flush plus 4 new spark plugs. Prior to this service, my car was having difficulty
starting with major shaking. I had to put my foot on the accelerator to get it going while starting.
Now after the service it runs much better but the problem is that now stalls when I come to a
traffic light and stop for a period of time. This is extremely dangerous. The other malfunctions
that have happened over the years are an expense but it was something that I could somehow
manage. This is incredibly dangerous. I have no control over traffic lights and the generator
comes on when I stop, it is worse when the light changes fast and then I have to stop even more
suddenly. Imagine if I am on the highway and it stops. This has happened once, a few weeks
prior to the cleaning service. Now, I am afraid to drive that vehicle. I have looked online at
message boards from other VW Beetle owners and had read similar stories of such
dissatisfaction, incredible financial expense with the electrical system and other components of
cars. I have even read that these cars can become inflamed, necessitating the fire dept. To put it
out. This is a lemon and so many other VW owners have written similar account message
boards. The consumer stated the oxygen sensor and mass air flow sensor had to be replaced.
Also, the epc light illuminated. Car is stalling, sputtering, but not dying completely. Coil packs
have been determined to be the issue. There is an open recall on the coil packs, but I never
received the recall notice. The coil packs on this car need to be replaced, free of charge, free
labor and diagnostic services. Please send details on how to accomplish this for my VW new
Beetle glx 1. The headlamps have been replaced four times. According to a VW dealership who
serviced the vehicle, I was informed that the vehicle's wiring harness is defective, causing the

headlights and instrumentation cluster to fail. The dealership informed me that they are aware
of the wireing harness problem, but are not aware of any service recalls. Sudden permanent
failure of speedometer, tachometer and fuel gauges. The contact stated that when driving at
high speeds or idling, the vehicle would suddenly hesitate and would attempt to stall. The
digital clock would independently reset to midnight and the fuel level gauge needle would drop
to zero. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer where the ignition switch was replaced.
The failure recurred. The fuel level gauge had not moved back up so the contact was unaware of
how much fuel was in the tank. The contact scheduled another appointment with the dealer at
the time of the complaint. The manufacturer was not contacted. The VIN was unavailable. The
current and failure mileage was approximately , Sudden failure of all "pointer gauges" in the
instrument cluster speedometer, tachometer and fuel gauge. Epc light on, car loosing power. I
have change everything you can imagine that could be change to fix it and nothing. Nobody
knows how to fix it, nobody wants to be responsible for it. VW corporation don't have recalls for
it, and no dealer or mechanic knows how to fix it. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Driving down the
road on 3 different my occasions car overheated now it won't start. The contact owns a
Volkswagen Beetle. While driving at approximately 35 mph, all the gauges dropped to zero and
failed to function. In addition, the temperature and oil warning lights illuminated. The contact
mentioned that the temperature warning light remained illuminated, but the oil warning light was
not illuminated. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The approximate failure mileage
was , The light on my dash came on for the drivers airbag and had it checked by the dealer
March, for my VW Beetle 1. I was told the chip in the seat belt had gone bad needs to be
replaced. Called VW and they could not tell me if my defective chip in the seatbelt will deploy
upon impact. Also, the headlight bulbs generally burn out every year and they need to be
replaced. VW doesn't tell how to change the bulbs in the manual. Had to go to the dealer to
show how to change a light bulb which I feel is a safety issue. I will not buy another VW because
they do not back up their product. Also I know this my be old information but I didn't know
where I could report this until I saw something in the paper. I don't know many other VW's out
there are with this type of problem but I have talked to VW complaint dept. And all they told me
is that they go off of dealers records. I really don't believe it because some of the problems I
have had either does N't change for fixing or VW fixes some of the problems in the next models
coming out of which I am stuck with the problem. No help from VW. Search CarComplaints.
Continue over heating blowing head twice engine light stay on brake lights on left side don't
work alarm wont lock left side doesn't work and back seat is totally unsafe for kids. Front is
vary unstable it feel like it going to fall off to low to the ground, etc The hazard lights, turn
signals and headlights on my car do not work. I've taken it in to an auto shop and they cannot
find out what is wrong with the car. Hoping maybe there is a recall that I have missed. Dealer is
not sure what the problems is and wants to throw money at it to see what the problems is. This
car is just one problem after another after another. From the very beginning, it has been nothing
but problems. For the first few years it was covered under the warranty, free of charge repairs. I
have low mileage so I thought that by the time these items were repaired it would be fine when
the warranty expired. There is always something wrong with the car and in particular the
electrical system. The check engine light is always going off. The safety issue comes in with its
current problem. I had a fuel injection flush which included the carbon deposits removal known
as induction, air filter replaced, engine fuel filter replaced, and a brake fluid flush plus 4 new
spark plugs. Prior to this service, my car was having difficulty starting with major shaking. I had
to put my foot on the accelerator to get it going while starting. Now after the service it runs
much better but the problem is that now stalls when I come to a traffic light and stop for a
period of time. This is extremely dangerous. The other malfunctions that have happened over
the years are an expense but it was something that I could somehow manage. This is incredibly
dangerous. I have no control over traffic lights and the generator comes on when I stop, it is
worse when the light changes fast and then I have to stop even more suddenly. Imagine if I am
on the highway and it stops. This has happened once, a few weeks prior to the cleaning service.
Now, I am afraid to drive that vehicle. I have looked online at message boards from other VW
Beetle owners and had read similar stories of such dissatisfaction, incredible financial expense
with the electrical system and other components of cars. I have even read that these cars can
become inflamed, necessitating the fire dept. To put it out. This is a lemon and so many other
VW owners have written similar account message boards. The consumer stated the oxygen
sensor and mass air flow sensor had to be replaced. Also, the epc light illuminated. Car is
stalling, sputtering, but not dying completely. Coil packs have been determined to be the issue.

There is an open recall on the coil packs, but I never received the recall notice. The coil packs
on this car need to be replaced, free of charge, free labor and diagnostic services. Please send
details on how to accomplish this for my VW new Beetle glx 1. The headlamps have been
replaced four times. According to a VW dealership who serviced the vehicle, I was informed that
the vehicle's wiring harness is defective, causing the headlights and instrumentation cluster to
fail. The dealership informed me that they are aware of the wireing harness problem, but are not
aware of any service recalls. Sudden permanent failure of speedometer, tachometer and fuel
gauges. The contact stated that when driving at high speeds or idling, the vehicle would
suddenly hesitate and would attempt to stall. The digital clock would independently reset to
midnight and the fuel level gauge needle would drop to zero. The vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer where the ignition switch was replaced. The failure recurred. The fuel level
gauge had not moved back up so the contact was unaware of how much fuel was in the tank.
The contact scheduled another appointment with the dealer at the time of the complaint. The
manufacturer was not contacted. The VIN was unavailable. The current and failure mileage was
approximately , Sudden failure of all "pointer gauges" in the instrument cluster speedometer,
tachometer and fuel gauge. Epc light on, car loosing power. I have change everything you can
imagine that could be change to fix it and nothing. Nobody knows how to fix it, nobody wants to
be responsible for it. VW corporation don't have recalls for it, and no dealer or mechanic knows
how to fix it. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It looks like you're new
here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or
Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:.
What Edmunds Says Pros. January I have a Volkswagen Beetle that the battery went dead. We
replaced the battery and a few days later the the headlamps, turn signals, blower motor, and
wipers quit working. The last time this happened it was the ignition. Has anyone had this
problem? Did you ever find anything out? My VW bug is doing the same thing! I had the same
problem. I jsut got it fixed it is the load realy switch! I had no wipers, blow moter, headlights,
abs, break and engine light would stay on! I had to go to the dealer. Bill Any luck finding out the
problems to your electrical system failure? I am going through the same thing right now with
my beetle. Thanks for the help! In case you have not figured it out, I have a beetle, and might be
able to help you. There are two circular pieces of plastic on the inside of your trunk, opposite
the taillights on the outside These pieces pop off, giving you access to the lamp. All you have to
do is push the taillight out from the inside by means of a weird protrusive, funny-bent wire.
There, you will find the wires and the housing for your lights, which simply unclip. Make sure
when you replace the light, you tighten the lens back on to your car. Good luck Hope I could
help! March Had the same prob. Does anyone know if the whole headlight needs to be replaced
or maybe I can by the plastic piece that fits over the top? I would appreciate any advice. Thank
You! Look for a bad ground to the assembly. Usually when you have a dim bulb like you are
describing it is getting it's ground through another bulb. We offer them on our website dartauto.
I have seen a couple of messed up ones that people have tried to get in and out, but with a little
patience, some silicon spray and the help of this board you should be able to change it. I
assume you've fixed this already, but just to let you know I don't think this is the same battery
issue that beans31 had. The svc dept traced it to the switch being stuck as "open", so it thought
the hatch was open all the time. Thus, the reason your car did not beep when you locked it--it
thought that the hatch was open, even though it was really closed. They replaced the switch
under mf. In "07" I took in my wifes beetle for brake switch recall. Today I called dealership
because brake lights went out again,I was told to bring it in at no cost for replacement switch.
When I asked if this is common they said yes!!!??? I asked why did the last new switch go out
they said the original recall replacement switch was exactly the same as oem from factory
defect switch? Soooo they replaced the defect with another of the same defect??? They did say
it has been redesigned and no further replacement needed. How or can I fix gas cap hatch. It
would not release without a good tug. Can I adjust it. I took off rear fender well cover but cannot
access cable attachment??????? Any help welcome. The electronic switch for the fuel hatch
release in my '99 beetle works only intermittently, so, quite often, I have to access it from inside
the cargo area. There is a round plastic cover, about inches in diameter on the right in line with
the hatch If you remove this, you will find a rubber-coated cable inside; a slight pull on this
should open the hatch for you. I've just left that plastic disc off for quick access. April I had my
03 Turbo run thru a computer diagnostic check just for FYI at a random mechanic and was told
the results came back with 2 problems with the turbo. Within a week my "engine" light came on
and stayed on. OK - made my appt for this morning. But oil pressure lamp came on yesterday.
Low oil, so put oil in the car. Level was FINE then. As I got on the autobahn yes Im in germany
the oil pressure light came on again, the car starting "thrusting" like it was losing acceleration
then a sound I can only describe as a child's "kazoo" was coming from my engine. Parked it and

called for a tow. ANY idea what this could be? June The wiring diagram does not show the
detail to make the correct selection and mating connection. I attempted to logically connect
these to the controls based on wiring and the mating number of connector pins. This resulted in
multiple fuses being blown. The only connector I believe is connected correctly is the
Emergency Flasher, 3 above, this connected to one of the black connectors. Can anyone tell me
the correct colored female connector to each control? I know you most likely fixed the problem.
This is the 1st time on the forum since my post. It was the ignition switch connector and wiring.
There is a defect in the design, they undersized the wiring. Had to replace switch connectors
and wiring. VW refuses to recall. This is a result of the fog-lights wired through the ignition
switch. Overload of wire size. My wiring was burnt involving wires and melted plastic. July My
98 VW Beele has a sutck hatch. It just won't open. Not a huge deal because I don't want to deal
with replacing the entire thing. But now months later the alarm will go off for no reason. It
seems to be sporadic but a lot of times its right after it rains. Anyone know why? Thanks so
much for your help! Has anyone had this problem - not sure where to start but after looking at
the fuse diagrams Im thinking it might be the clutch pedal switch starter lock relay - anyone
know anything about this, where it is located or if Im even going in the right direction? August
Do I have any recourse against Volkswagen? September I have a turbo beetle with automatic
transmition. I connect one snap on scanner and the scanner show me, the brake light switch f, I
replace the switch but the problem stell in my car. I am having the same problem. Did you get
yours fixed? October I have a Beetle in which the outside mirror adjust knob was broken off
preventing electrical adjustment of the mirrors. I replace the switch with new, but the mirrors
still don't adjust. All visible fuses have checked good. What am I missing? This is a friends car,
so the only manual I have is the owners manual, so I'm at a bit of a disadvantage. November
Hello, I just had the same problem with my bug. Before this happened, I had my alternator and
battery replace than this happened. Did you ever get the issue identified and fixed? December
Does anyone have any experience with dimming headlights during driving at night? Just bought
this beetle as a winter beater Oh my gosh, My beetle is doing exactly the same thing! Did
anyone get thiers fixed? Kiara Posts: 1. February Radio not working either. So far that is all that
is not working I think.. Please help.. May It was still blowing, just not cold. So my dear husband
figures he'd add some freon to see if that fixed the problem. Needless to say, that didn't fix the
problem. So of course, being that he's a man and loves to dismantle things to see how they
work, he proceeds to check my fuses. He notices one of the 3 fuses under the hood seems to be
shorted out. It had even left a small burnt spot and appeared to have melted a tiny part of the
rubber around it. After installing a new fuse, all hell breaks loose! I've only had this bug a little
over a year and am quite unhappy at the trouble it's caused me so far. It seems that I'm
replacing either a headlight or a tail light once or twice a month. I'm almost at my wits end and
hope someone can shed some light on what's possesing my car. Other symptoms include the
brake lights to remain illuminated, sunroof to stay open after switching to close position, very
dim headlamps, door lock features are faulty, no radio, and the worst condition of this is the
fuses mounted on top of the "new" battery are brittle along with the ground cable completely
gone. Did you ever get the fuse issues solved? I'm worried symptoms are getting worse. Buy a
4 gauge cable, 2 terminal, crimp the cable put a insulation and replace the cable what run to the
battery fuse and alternator. She then needed the lamp replaced 3 or 4 times. I took the assembly
apart and found the low-beam socket is almost burnt to a crisp. Does anyone know if there's a
place to buy just the socket Z1 lamp I think? I wonder if there may be some kind of switch
problem that causes the low beam to constantly burn out--since it's on it's second assembly. In
any event, I really would like to just find a socket to splice in. Any ideas? I have no warning
tones for: keys left in ignition, lights still on, low fuel. Now my brights will not work but that may
be a different problem. This Beetle has had lighting problems from day one. What controls the
warning tones? We have Beetle with about 50, miles on it. If the car is not driven at least every
other day the battery looses charge. Anyone have any ideas for me. Could someone please give
me some directions on how to change the headlights on my buggie! I found some excellent
directions for another year, but they didn't work for mine! Please, please help! I really don't want
to have to take it to the dealer to get this done! I want the brightest ones around! If a battery
loses a charge within such a short period of time it most likely is one of two problems: 1.
Battery is old and near the end of its useful life. If it is about years old, you may want to
consider getting a new battery. A short somewhere in the car, whereby the battery is being
drained when the car is not running. This could be almost anything. Best bet is to take this to a
shop such as Pep Boys or Sears or somewhere that sells batteries and have them check the
electrical system. They will tell you if the battery is old and not holding a charge properly. They
can also look for a drain on the battery, if that is happening when parked. Good luck. John had
same problem 99 NB; had a recall on it too. Turns out to be a short in tail light assembly. Sure

enough found burned bulbs in driver side tail light but only after going through two batteries.
Even with the recall VW would not refund the cost of batteries claiming electrical was not
covered! Check those bulbs for hot burn spots. Hope that helps. Well I can believe it now! Lost
all lights tach and speedometer and all engine failure lights came on. Anybody had this happen
or heard of it? Also been told to drill a small hole in reservoir bulb to allow this overflow to
travel elsewhere. Any thoughts friends? No head lights, dash lights, tach, speedometer, radio,
horn and all indicator lights on. All A-ok now. I just purchased this for a project car and the
wiring was a
volvo v90 wikipedia
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ll disconnected. I know the ign wire goes to positive side of coil but what wires go to the
negative side???? I have a 99 bug, and when i lock it, 9 times out of 10, i cant unlock it. The
door will unlock, but the standard security system wont shut off, so when i put the key in the
ignition the alarm goes off, i mean, there have been days that i just cant drive my car because
the feature wont shut off. Someone suggested I get my battery checked, i did, and its fine. I have
similar problem: mangled switch in key sender drained key's battery. Now replaced battery and
disabled alarm, but car still won't start. I have a vw beetle and my fog lights stopped working
recently. I tried replacing the bulbs but they are still not working. I also tried the fuse and fuse is
good. The switch inside the car also shows that they are on when i turn the switch to turn them
on but they are not working. Has this happened to anyone else? Does anyone know what could
be wrong? Sign In or Register to comment.

